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time did it ever succeed in getting ahead of the crisis; its legis-
lation was out of date by the time it was in force and the remedies
which it applied ruthlessly now were of no effect. The parable
of the foolish virgins had its moral driven home with a force that
no one should have mistaken but, unlike the foolish virgins who
at least bemoaned their error, the politicians went on indignantly
hoping in a hopeless world.
Fortunately there is no need to go into detail on the actual
events and a brief summary will suffice. The Reichstag met again
on February 3. The Right was in truculent mood; Hugenberg,
conscious of steady loss of ground in the country, clamoured for
another dissolution; the government was pursuing simply a
Centrist policy and, when the Centrist chancellor strove to reply,
the Communists and Hitlerites shouted him down. To avert
further disorder and obstructionism, the government tabled a
bill amending the Reichstag procedure which the Right oppo-
sition declared was a breach of the constitution; defence of the
constitution was now their trump card. The government was firm,
and the Right opposition seeing that desk-banging would not
affect the result formed into procession and walked out of the
House. The procedure bill was passed by three hundred votes
to nil. The honest Westarp declared that Nationalism, the proudest
of the parties, was now the mere hireling of a revolutionary mob-
party.
The exit of the Right placed the government in a difficulty for
the Socialists were now in a key position; they had only to unite
their votes to those of the Communists to defeat the ministry.
They indeed voted against the Communist vote of no-confidence,
but they used their position to try to amend the government
measures. They moved to create a special 10 per cent tax on
incomes of over 20,000 marks per annum, and the government
was saved only by the action of the Reichsrat in rejecting it. But
Bruening needed not have worried overmuch; the Socialist party
had condemned itself to impotence in advance. When on March 19
Groener defending the appropriation for the second new cruiser
declared that, if it were rejected, he would resign, the Socialists
abstained from voting although nine of them went into the lobbies

